I respond to the Bernard et al. comment on my Letter "Chiral anomalies and rooted staggered fermions".
i.e. their low-energy modes use gamma matrices that differ by signs. The result is that the exact chiral symmetry of staggered fermions represents a non-singlet symmetry amongst the tastes. The staggered determinant, even in the continuum limit, does not correspond to the fourth power of a single fermion theory. The problem with rooting appears because the procedure effectively averages over the different chiralities. This is inconsistent with the index theorem that says the one-flavor theory should have a zero mode of a single chirality when the gauge field has non-vanishing winding. The Bernard et al. comparison of rooted staggered and overlap theories (in the paragraph following their Eq. (5)) is misleading in this respect because four flavors of overlap or Wilson fermions are forced by construction to have all eigenvalues in identical quartets with identical chirality.
As mentioned in my Letter, the eigenvalue matching that numerically suggests taste symmetry restoration, such as seen in Ref. [3] , must break during transitions between topological sectors. On passing from zero to unit winding, the four nearly zero eigenmodes must have evolved from two eigenvalues dropping down in the complex plane from above and two symmetrically rising from below.
The underlying issue lies in the structure of the 't Hooft vertex [4] , which the algorithm does not treat properly. Before rooting this is a multilinear fermionic operator that strongly couples all tastes. To obtain the one flavor theory this should be converted to a simple fermion bilinear. However the exact chi-ral symmetries of the unrooted theory are retained in the rooting process and forbid the appearance of the correct target form.
The numerous numerical studies by the staggered community have shown that rooted staggered quarks can quite accurately describe many physical processes where the 't Hooft vertex does not play a major role. But any processes where these non-perturbative effects are important will not be reproduced correctly by the algorithm.
